The Direct Optimized Probabilistic Calculation (DOProC) is originally developed as one way of solving probabilistic problems which don't use any simulation technique. DOProC is based on general terms and procedures used in probabilistic theories. Input random quantities (such as the load, geometry, material properties, or imperfections) are in DOProC method expressed by the parametric or empirical distribution in histograms. DOProC applications are processed in ProbCalc software, in which the calculation model under analysis can be expressed analytically as a sign arithmetic expression or can be expressed using code from the dynamic library. The method requires high-performing information systems for complex tasks. Therefore, efforts have been made to optimize calculations in order to reduce the number of operations, keeping, at the same time, reliable calculation results. The paper will also focus on other special software applications that are able to assess the reliability of bearing structures with respect to fatigue damage or underground works with anchors.
Introduction
Calculation model can be defined in probabilistic tasks in general as the function of n random variables X 1 , X 2 . . . X n , which can be mutually statistically dependent and independent. Resulting variable Z, expressed generally as:
is also random variable, which may be expressed as statistical moments, parametric probability distribution or empirical probability distribution in form of nonparametrically defined histogram. The structure must be designed so that the resistance of the structure R is greater than the load effect E. Taking into account all randomness in loads, manufacturing and assembly imperfections and the environment properties in which designed structure performs its function, resistance R and load effect E is to be considered as random variables. In the case of probabilistic assessment of the structure is the function of the random variables under analysis (Eq. 1) safety margin, defined e.g. as:
Common notation of the estimated failure probability p f , relative to the criterion of reliability, is defined as:
where D f is failure area of the safety margin Z(X) < 0, and f (X 1 , X 2 . . . X n ) is the function of joint probability density of random variables X = X 1 , X 2 . . . X n . Determination of failure probability p f based on the explicit calculation of the integral (Eq. 3) is generally unmanageable. For solutions have been developed and continues to develop a series of stochastic methods (simulation based, approximation techniques -see e.g. [15] ). The proposed method: Direct Optimized Probabilistic Calculation -DOProC, which is developed since 2002, solves the integral (Eq. 3) pure numerical way that is based on basis of probability theory and does not require any simulation or approximation technique. This method covers both statistically independent as well as correlated random variables described by means of arbitrary histograms. They are characterized either by a class (interval) of a given variable or by a set of correlated variables respectively. Each class is supplemented with the probability of its occurrence. The novelty of the proposed method lies in optimized numerical approach to the demanding nature of numerical integration taking into account all the possibilities affecting the occurrence of failure while preserving the accuracy of calculation. Despite the tremendous achievements in the development of other, well established probabilistic methods (FORM/SORM, advanced simulation techniques), the proposed method provides advantages in effectiveness, variability and competitiveness [15] .
DOProC Method -theory
Similar to many other probabilistic methods, the non-parametric (empirical) distribution of input random quantities in DOProC, such as the load, geometry, material properties, or imperfections, are expressed by means of histograms. It is also possible to use parametric distributions, typically based on observations, often of long-term data [1] . Parametric distributions can be used like in other probabilistic methods also in cases of statistical uncertainties description due to lack of data, when is available only a few measurements, or if statistical parameters can be estimated only.
In probabilistic tasks are input random variables often statistically dependent -for example crosssection properties, strength and stiffness characteristics of the materials. In the calculations carried out by DOProC method can be statistically dependent input random variable expressed by the so-called multidimensional histograms (double, triple) [4, 5] .
Mathematical description of the basic computational algorithm of the DOProC method is based on a calculation of the probability b (i) of resulting random variable B, which is discretized to i = 1 . . . n intervals:
l of function f with input random variables A j of i j intervals.
Number of intervals i j of each histogram A j can be different as well as the number of intervals i of histogram B. The number of intervals N with the total number of input random variables n is for the number of necessary arithmetic operations and necessary calculation time the most decisive factor. It also significantly affects the accuracy of probabilistic calculation. If there are too many random quantities, the tasks require too much time even if advanced computational facilities are available. Therefore, efforts have been made to optimize calculations in order to reduce the number of operations, while retaining reliable calculation results: The grouping of variables. This procedure can be used e.g. in situations where the random variable input or output variables can be expressed using one joint histogram. This leads to a large reduction of computational operations. Parallelization. The calculation algorithm of DOProC method is advantageous for use on computers with two or more CPUs or their cores. The basic computational algorithm of DOProC (Eq. 4) can be divided the number of computational operations up to as many parts as there are available execution units, and after partial calculations can be put together from partial results into the histogram of resulting variable, e.g. histogram of safety margin Z. Interval optimizing. The purpose of this computational procedure is to reduce the number of intervals of each variables involved in the calculation (width of intervals compared to the original is increased). Each input random variables are differentially sensitive to the outcome of the probabilistic calculation. For input variables that affect the outcome probability less, therefore the number of classes can be
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Engineering Mechanics 2015 reduced. Custom probabilistic calculation is then carried out with the minimum number of intervals for each input random variables. Zone optimizing. The intervals of each individual histogram are clearly defined during the calculation using one to three types of zones, depending on influence on resulting probability of failure (contribute always, may or may not contribute, contribute never). The calculation then will be limited only on intervals of input random variables which clearly don't contribute the resulting value of failure probability. Trend optimizing. This optimization of probabilistic calculation follow the zonal optimizing. This optimization of probabilistic calculation determines the trends of changes in the histograms of input variables when defining individual zones. Such procedures can be combined, thereby achieving an even stronger acceleration of the calculation. Mentioned computational procedures have been described comprehensively in [2, 3] .
DOProC Method -applications
The algorithm of DOProC method has been implemented in several software applications, and has been used several times in probabilistic tasks and probabilistic reliability assessments. For the application of the DOProC method can be used programming system ProbCalc, in which it is relatively easy to implement analytical and numerical transformation probabilistic model of solved tasks [13, 14] .
The program system ProbCalc is extensively usefull in solving of probabilistic tasks of engineering practice, especially on probabilistic reliability assessment according to the current standards [9] . Probabilistic calculation of fatigue cracks in steel structures under cyclical loads. In [7, 10, 12] was published in detail the methodology for probabilistic assessment of structures exposed to fatigue, focusing on the determination of acceptable size of fatigue crack and definition of the regular inspection system [16] . This relatively advanced probabilistic task was solved using ProbCalc, but also using new application under development titled FCProbCalc [8] , which allows in a user friendly environment to calculate the probability of fatigue crack progression.
In order to describe the propagation of the crack, the linear elastic fracture mechanics is typically applied. This method uses Paris-Erdogan's law and defines relation between propagation rate of the crack and stress range rate coefficient, ∆K, in the face of the crack:
where C, m are material constants, a is the crack size and N is the number of loading cycles. The fatigue crack can propagate in a stable way only if the initial crack a 0 exists in the place where the stress is concentrated. This place is located at the edge or on the surface of the element. When using (Eq. 5), the condition for the acceptable crack length, a ac , is:
where N is the number of cycles needed to increase the crack from the initiation size a 0 to the acceptable crack size a ac , and N tot is the number of cycles throughout the service life.
The equation for the propagation of the crack size (Eq. 5) needs to be modified for this purpose. The stress range rate coefficient, ∆K, with the constant stress range, ∆σ, is:
where F (a) is the calibration function which represents propagation of the crack (for instance, from the edge or surface). After the change of the number of cycles from N 1 to N 2 , the crack will propagate from the length a 1 to a 2 . Having modified (Eq. 5) and using (Eq. 7), the following formula will be achieved:
If the length of the crack a 1 equals to the initial length a 0 and a 2 can be equal to the size of the detectable crack, a d ), then the left-hand side of the equation (Eq. 8) can be regarded as the resistance of the structure:
Similarly, it is possible to define the cumulated effect of loads that is equal to the right side (Eq. 8):
where N is the total number of stress range peaks, ∆σ, when the crack size increases from a 0 to a ac and N 0 represents the number of load cycles in the time of the fatigue crack initiation. Finally, it is possible to define failure probability P f according (Eq. 2) and (Eq. 3):
Inspection times. Because it is not certain in the probabilistic calculation whether the initial crack exists and what the initial crack size is and because other inaccuracies influence the modeling of the crack propagation, a specialized inspection is necessary to check the size of the detectable crack in a specific period of time. The factor which influences most the time of inspection is the acceptable size of the crack.
While the fatigue crack is propagating, it is possible to define three random phenomena that are related to the growth of the fatigue crack and may occur in any time, t, during the service life of the structure. Then:
• U (t) phenomenon: No fatigue crack failure has not been revealed within the t time and the fatigue crack size a (t) has not reached the detectable crack size, a d . This means:
• D (t) phenomenon: A fatigue crack failure has been revealed within the t time and the fatigue crack size a (t) is still below the acceptable crack size a ac . This means:
• F (t) phenomenon: A failure has been revealed within the t time and the fatigue crack size a (t) has reached the acceptable crack size a ac . This means:
Using the phenomena above, it is possible to define probability for their occurrence in any t time. Those three phenomena cover the complete spectrum of phenomena that might occur in the t time. This means:
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The probabilistic calculation is carried out in time steps where one step typically equals to one year of the service life of the construction. When the probability of failure P (F (t) ) reaches the designed failure probability P d , an inspection should be carried out in order to find out fatigue cracks, if any, in the construction element. The inspection in the t time may result in any of the three mentioned phenomena. The inspection provides information about conditions of the construction. Probability of detection (probability that inspection fails to reveal damage) is not yet included in the calculation.
If no fatigue cracks are found, the analysis of inspection results give conditional probability during occurrence. Using the inspection results for the t time, it is possible to define the probability of the mentioned phenomena in another times: T > t I . For that purpose, the conditional probability should be taken into consideration. In order to determine the time for the next inspection, it is necessary to define the conditional probabilities P (F (T ) | U (t I ) ) and P (F (T ) | D (t I ) ), which can be expressed using the full probability law.
If re-distribution of stress from a point that is weakened by the crack is not taken into account, the crack propagation crack is usually rather high in the practical range of detectable values. If a fatigue crack is found during the inspection, it is necessary to monitor the safe growth of the crack or to take actions that will slow down or stop further propagation of the fatigue crack. Those approaches which are based on the calculated DOProC probability of three basic phenomena, (Eq. 12) to (Eq. 14), using the reliability function, RF , for each year of operation of the construction were included into FCProbCalc. Using this software application, it is possible to monitor effectively and flexibly development of fatigue damage in steel structures, to determine times for inspections and to ensure that the construction will be fit for operation in terms of fatigue safety (Fig. 1) . Probabilistic reliability analysis of anchor reinforcement. The comprehensively methodology for probabilistic design and reliability assessment of anchor reinforcement in long mining and under-ground works using DOProC method was utilized [6] . It was also established a program Anchor, with which is possible to realize the probabilistic calculation very flexibly [11] .
The methods for the designing of reinforcements in the underground workings were based, generally, on an assumption that the input values were clearly deterministic. This is the case not only of geological or technical conditions under which the bolts will be applied but also of properties of the bolts that are influenced also by installation procedures. Most input data used in various design methods in connection with the bolts are random. When designing the underground workings, it is rather easy to use the deterministic approach. It, however, does not take into account the random nature of input quantities which, in turn, are almost neglected in the designing of the bolts. It is just this area where the probabilistic method appears to be very efficient for determination of the necessary load-carrying capacity of the bolt reinforcement. That method represents an entirely new approach for this field. Most successful applications of the DOProc include guidelines for probabilistic designs and reliability assessment of underground and mining workings.
When designing the bolt support for certain conditions, following parameters need to be defined:
• the length of bolts, • the number and location of the bolts near the mining working or underground working, • parameters of the bolts (the type, diameters, material, anchoring method etc.).
The assessment of reliability of bolted reinforcements in underground and mining workings is based on the reliability function RF analysis pursuant to (Eq. 2) that is described using the following formula:
where Q sv is the load-carrying capacity of the bolts and Q is the bolt loading per running meter in the working. Engineering Mechanics 2015 from the analysis of the resulting RF histogram in Fig. 2 . The failure probability can be used to assess the reliability of the designed bolt reinforcement. The final probability of failure was specified in Anchor software as P f = 6.4197 · 10 −9 for the designed bolt reinforcement of the underground or mining working. Considering the stringent reliability criteria for the mining workings which are in force, for instance, in EN 1990, the bolt reinforcement would meet the requirements -the design probability, P d , for CC3 (high consequence, reliability class 3) is 8.4 · 10 −6 in the standard. This means, the reliability condition P f < P d is fulfilled. An open issue is still the permitted failure probability, P d , of reinforcements used in the underground and mining workings. In calculation is not still taking into account the reference period t ref also, which should be provided in connection with target reliability and characteristics of load.
Summary
The paper introduces the development of probabilistic methods with particular attention to a new method titled Direct Optimized Probabilistic Calculation -DOProC, which is still under development. DOProC appears to be a very efficient method and the accuracy of the solution is affected only by numerical errors and errors arising from discretization of input and output quantities. One shortcoming of DOProC is the considerable increasing of the required computer time for probabilistic operations with many random variables in the calculation model. The maximum number of random variables depends on the complexity of this model, and importantly whether it is possible to use any of the described optimization steps. In case the probability calculation satisfies the mentioned requirements, DOProC method is suitable for a wide variety of reliability problems (including reliability assessments of new and existing structures or time-invariant and time-variant problems).
The developed program tools implementing the DOProC method were stated also. There is able to use ProbCalc software system for solving many challenges in probabilistic calculations at present time. A particular attention was paid to the theory and practical aspects of the probabilistic assessment of the constructions which are subject to fatigue. Those computations were applied in FCProbCalc software which can be used for specifying the time of the first and subsequent inspections of the construction which will focus on the fatigue damage. The last mentioned software Anchor represents application of the probabilistic reliability assessment of underground and mining workings.
